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Abstract 
Integrins are heterodimers, of D and E units, which possess a large extracellular domain responsible for ligand 
binding. These link types can undergo drive changes in their molecular structure through mechanical force   by blood 
flow. So, a framework, for strength analysis on the bond, can be developed since experimental, on diabetic patients, 
assert damage and detachment in endothelial cells whit loss integrity in the wall of the blood vessels. About the 
pathological considerations, it’s possible to see that any important biological variation is present, in order to DNA 
modification, but the link damage is continuous. The nature of the inconvenient should be individuated in combined 
chemo-mechanical actions, since   variations in the ph-value   appear in the bond micro-environment. Here, applying 
the elastic rod theory for the protein structures, a model has been developed considering both   chemical and 
mechanical actions operating over the link, then calculating equilibrium and stability just over one segment. We 
suppose an aggressive environment and so, the free energy depends of the segment stretching more the degree of 
reaction of the materials segment with the surrounding liquid solution.  We suppose, without loss generality, a protein 
structure formed by chains with non monotone stress-strain relations. Finally, vibrating states and energy surplus we 
find.
Keywords: Protein folding-unfolding,  Atoms chain, Energy minimization,  Bi-phase behavior; 
1. Introduction 
The cells, in the greater part of the biological tissues, were united among them through the cell-cell 
junctions. These can be of adherence (cell to cell) and of the focal type that is cell- extracellular matrix. 
They are the junctions of anchorage produced by the adhesion protein, particularly from the integrine 
which dresses again, besides to an important role of mechanical resistance of the bond.  
In the focal adhesion integrin represent the trans-membrane adhesion protein, while the extracellular 
matrix protein is the ligand. Our interest is to focus the mechanical aspects of   this link since endothelial 
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cell disease involve in detachment from blood vessel (for instance in diabetic patient). Cell detachments 
start with bonds strength decrease, as consequence both, chemical and mechanical actions over the link. 
This question has received great interest from biologist, physician, physicist and, in the last years, even of 
engineer since computational methods, from continuum to molecular question, has been up-graded with 
more reliable results. On the question the reference are uncountable to the great deal of papers but, is our 
opinion that the reference [1] to [10], represents only some scientific contributions highly qualified.  
After some biological aspects in section 2, we will to deepen modeling and computational mechanical 
aspects about the integrine structure view as molecular structure then discrete chain subjected to folding 
and unfolding conditions namely, structural stability and instability. For protein folding the various 
interests of researcher and scientist have produced many qualified scientific contributions, enough to think 
at interest of the medical and biological fields. Here we get as reference some qualified papers as showed 
in the last page.  [11] to [17]. 
2. Mechanics of the integrine 
Mechanical stress can be transmitted among cells, via cell-cell contacts, or cell to the extracellular 
matrix contacts. However, the link not appears a flat surface but it’s represented through transmembrane 
protein chain. These last may link either to the cytoskeleton or the extracellular matrix, in other word the 
adhesion cell. An organized adhesion structure appears as the cell matures, in some cases acting as 
junction or switchyards for components of cytoskeleton. The largest families of proteins involved in cell 
adhesion are cadherins, integrins and selectins. The configurations adopted by proteins and their bond 
ligand fall into several categories. In particular, focal adhesions are large, multi protein complexes that 
provide link between the cytoskeletal contractile machinery and extracellular matrix [10].  In the Fig.1(a), 
is showing the proteins role (integrins) in focal adhesion. 
                                  
                                                           (a)                                                                                                      (b)  
Fig. 1.   (a) Mechanical coupling via the cytoskeleton for mechanotransduction at multiple sites (from [2])  
(b) DE-integrins in extra-cellular adhesion 
     Integrins are integral membrane receptors done by hetero-dimeric adhesion glycoprotein that regulate 
a wide variety of dynamic cellular processes such as cell migration, growth and development. [18]. In the 
Fig.1 (b) is showed the integrine modular architecture defining its metal-dependent interaction with 
extracellular bond. This interaction is regulated from inside the cell through the short cytoplasmic D and E
integrin tails, which also mediate biochemical ad mechanical signal transmitted to the cytoskeleton by the 
ligand-occupied integrins. 
3. Protein mechanical model 
Proteins are able to perform a large number of functions in the living organism. Changes in the levels 
of proteins or mutations in their structure, which lead to changed functions, are responsible for many 
diseases.
We focus the protein primary structure: amino acids are the building block of proteins. These are 
formed by polymerization of amino acids in enzyme-catalyzed condensation reactions. For greater 
clarification, we says that proteins do not exist  as long, extended chains of amino acids but were self 
interacting to perform the secondary state. So successively, after further interactions and growth, tertiary 
and quaternary state developing. 
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Mechanical stresses can be transmitted between cells via cell-cell or cell-extracellular matrix. The 
filament and sheet of a cell are subject to stress from a variety of sources, for example: the membrane and 
its associated network may be under tension if the cell has an elevated osmotic pressure or elements of the 
cytoskeleton may bear, differentially, the compressive and tensile stresses of a deformation. 
  In our built model some background considerations, about the governing equations, were done as the 
follows relationship like equation of motion (Langevin equation) and the interaction forces, namely: 
potentials, extensional stiffness of a bond in the chain, bending stiffness, torsional stiffness.   
mi (d2ri/dt 2 ) = fi U (dri /dt )+ fiS                                                                                                           (1) 
where mi is the mass of the ith  molecule, U is a friction coefficient, ri  is the molecule’s position and t
is time. Again, fi is a net deterministic force and fiS is a stochastic force having zero average and 
correlation linked by Boltzmann’s constant. In view of energetic considerations we put. 
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     where w is a characteristic energy, rij is the distance between molecules,   dij correspond to the average 
diameter of the two molecules. The W(rij) represent the notorious Lennard-Jones’s potential. 
     When two molecules are bonded, that is   forming a chain, the harmonic form represents the potential. 
    We = 0.5 ke (rij  roo) 2                                                                                                                              (3) 
     here  k is extensional spring constant, re oo is the bond length at equilibrium such that roo = dij.  The We
represent the potential related to the extensional stiffness bond. Again, linked with the bending stiffness, 
let kb   the bending stiffness, D   represent the curvature among three consecutive molecules and  D0 the 
equilibrium angle then, we find a  bending potential in the form. 
2    Wb = 0.5 kb ( DD0)                                                                                                                                 (4) 
     Finally, to maintain the torsional rigidity of the chain, let kt the torsional stiffness and Z the torsional 
angle with Z0 the equilibrium angle position then, the torsional potential follow. 
2    Wt  = 0.5 kt ( ZZ0)                                                                                                                                 (5)  
    From now we develop some energetic consideration about to modelling the protein chain interaction 
and for the question we following the molecular approach way. Here we emphasize the analytic form to 
the energetic balance on the bind remembering the Lennard & Jones’s potential as already in the past 
equations (2 ).  
   Again, in according to [10] we wish to consider other energetic form as chemical, integrins flux and 
external force. The energetic balance present various sides but the major evidence for the question is the 
own analytical form in fact a non convex graph. Then, becomes possible model the macromolecules chain 
in a simple molecular way that is atoms linked from spring with no-convex energy.  
   In non linear elasticity this is a custom since multiple solutions are broadly representative in the 
phenomenon description. [19]. Here we consider a partial set of an atoms chain, as showed in Fig. 2, 
linked through n-spring. Let us w the single spring energy then, the total energy system W as the form: 
   W(Hi)  6i=1,n w(Hi)                                                                                                                                   (6) 
    where Hi is the extensional deformation of the i-th spring. 
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Fig. 2 Atoms chain model 
We suppose that the deformation energy, for every spring, has two-well form as reported in the Fig. 5 
In the hard-device conditions, under proper boundary conditions,  the minimum problem is formulated in 
the form. 
  W(Hi)  6i=1,n w(Hi) + w (EH  6i=1,n Hi )                                                                                                (6)    
6i=1,n Hi = EnH*       b.c. 
where  H* represent the total extension. The equilibrium and stability conditions follow. 
wWewH        wW2ew2H !                                                                                                                         (7) 
From the Eqs. (6) & (7) we find the conditions that the equal stress V = W,H  for each spring. In the n = 
2 case the conditions (7), under the b.c.:  H1 + H2 = 2H*, becomes. 
W, H  W, H2 = V                                                                                                                                       (8) 
W,, H  W,, H2 > 0 
Without loss generality supposing a two-well energy form as Fig. 3 assuming the energy form as 
symmetric respect to y-axis and parabolic-wise type.  
k
k
d         c                 c           d                        H
 w'
w'
d        c                  c            d                      H
Fig. 3 Two-well energy strain (left)  and force strain (right) diagrams for a single bi-stable spring model for n =2
      Choose a constant k > 0, then in the interval (-k, k) the graph join three different deformation values 
set, respectively, in the intervals (f, c ), (c , c) e (c, +f). With the bi-phase materials classic 
approach, the descending branch values (Fig. 5 right) are always neglected because represent it unstable 
configuration. In our case is not possible to exclude, a priori, different behavior to the springs.  
      In fact, the deformation of the first or second spring can be inside the unstable branch and then this 
one becomes the third phase of the system. After simple considerations, now we have nine possible 
equilibrium configurations, respectively, three mono-phase (H  H) and six bi-phase (H z H). When the 
deformation lies in the descendent branch (Fig. 5) the stability conditions is out, while if it lies in the 
ascendant branch the second equations on the conditions (8) is verified. Among all the nine 
configurations there are four of hybrid type where we have, contemporarily, any spring in the descendent 
and other spring in ascendant branch. Seeing the energy diagram (Fig. 3 left) and after simple calculations 
the stability condition has the form. 
      [k/(a  c)  k/c] !                                                                                                                                 (9) 
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      Consequently, for 2c > d, we have stable configurations and for 2c < d unstable. The first case is 
called up-critical and sub-critical the latter. 
      Figure 4 helping us to follow the system evolution when the deformation H* has growing values. The 
fundamental difference among up and sub-critical states regards the reversibility properties. The up state 
is a reversible state and then the energy change in according to H*. In the sub-critical state the jump 
among metastable branches involve in loss energy. 
     About the comparison with the macromolecule behavior, this approach allows us to model the atoms 
chain as inside to flexible rod. Elastic rod model, for DNA and other macromolecules, has been 
performed in [13] but considering the rod as homogeneous continuous body.  
Figure 4. Energy of a sub-critical system for different values of  H. n = 2 
Ho < d c             Ho = d c G        d c < Ho < c                           Ho = c G    c < Ho < c
Ho > d c               Ho = d c G c < Ho < d c                       Ho = c G       
Here, in different manner, we identify the different deformations of the chain as coincident to multi-
phases behavior of the constituent material, so that global equilibrium and stability can be developed in 
the non linear elasticity framework with linear procedure. A future issue on the questions regards bending 
and torsional deformations cases. 
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